INTRODUCTION
============

Understanding of the integration of the processes of carbon assimilation and of growth of organs in higher plants is advancing rapidly, but mechanisms are complex and incompletely understood. One mechanism linking the two has been identified: it involves trehalose 6-phosphate, the precursor of trehalose acting as a sensor of sucrose concentration ([@B49]; [@B50]), which regulates the activity of a protein kinase SnRK1: this activates (de-represses) or represses gene expression for proteins of basic metabolism. Although T6P and TRE usually occur at very small concentrations compared with many other carbohydrates, T6P increases substantially -- albeit over the micromolar range -- with greater availability of sucrose and larger fluxes of sucrose to organs and correlates strongly with changes in carbohydrates, e.g., starch deposition in the endosperm of wheat grains is associated with T6P in the endosperm of wheat ([@B41]). It is now very clear that T6P is a signal of sucrose availability with large effects throughout metabolism ([@B45]; [@B39]). The ratio of T6P/sucrose is very constant in tissues but manipulation of the enzymes of synthesis and breakdown of T6P may have profound effects on the ratio which then affects many processes in plants ([@B67]; [@B71]). The effects of altering T6P on plant development and growth have been well demonstrated by genetic modification. Frequently development of shoot, leaf, and root is altered, giving smaller, thicker organs when T6P exceeds its normal concentration range: leaves are often darker green indicating more chlorophyll per unit area ([@B26]) which increases the photosynthetic capacity ([@B52]). Decreases in T6P result in the opposite phenotype, where leaves are paler, larger, and thinner ([@B52]). Such changes in vegetative phenotype are reminiscent of sun and shade leaves respectively indicating that carbon, via T6P, has an input into leaf development as an indicator of energy and resource availability independent of the light environment. However, productivity/plant or of a crop (productivity/unit area of land surface) may not reflect the changes at the leaf level of organization because of the interaction of light interception and photosynthetic rate per unit leaf area (LA) and the total LA. T6P also plays an essential role in regulation of sugar-induced leaf senescence ([@B70]), which affects LA and thus light interception and photosynthesis. The effects of altering T6P can be variable. For example, [@B72] constitutively expressed T6P synthase (TPS1) in potato plants which had severely retarded dwarf growth, altered leaf shape, and yellowing, together with aberrant roots. However, [@B23] made a similar transformation which did not affect growth: the reasons for such differences are likely that because T6P is such a powerful regulator subtle differences in amounts and distribution acting together with particular environmental conditions and stages of development can produce contrasting outcomes. A major consequence of modifying T6P is alteration of carbohydrate balance, with accumulation of carbohydrates, e.g., starch in potato tubers ([@B5]) and wheat grain ([@B41]), and profoundly alters growth ([@B6]). Genetic transformation of rice with TPS and alteration of TRE concentration has been claimed to increase osmolyte concentrations and so confer "drought tolerance" ([@B17]; [@B27]) but it is now recognized that this "drought tolerance" is a result of decreased growth and stomatal conductance, so slowing water loss and the onset of drought ([@B35]). These effects have been observed in different species, of different ages, and in different organs showing T6P to be a general, probably universal, regulator of plant carbohydrate metabolism, development, and growth. The importance of T6P has been supported by the multiplicity of genes coding for TPS and T6P phosphatase (TPP), 21 in *Arabidopsis thaliana*. This suggests multiple sites of action and likely different methods of regulation which affect many parts of cellular metabolism, function and growth ([@B73]; [@B51]): altering TRE metabolism by genetic modification is recognized as a likely way to improve plant and crop performance ([@B2]). T6P is now recognized as a signal molecule, with a central role in metabolism as a sensor of carbohydrate, specifically sucrose status. Coupling of sucrose concentration to UDP and G6P synthesis and thus to T6P concentration provides a sensor of increasing sucrose concentration and availability. For a comprehensive review see [@B50]. More recent aspects of trehalose metabolism and the effects on growth and carbohydrate partitioning are considered by [@B45] and [@B39].

Many of these effects of T6P can be explained through its action ([@B60]) as a regulator of the protein kinase system which is central to cell, organ and plant development, growth, and ultimately production of yield in relation to carbon, energy, abiotic, and biotic stresses ([@B22]). This allows the sucrose concentration to be tightly coupled in very specific ways via T6P to the kinase system. T6P inhibits the activity of the SNF1-related protein kinase, SnRK1. SnRK1 belongs to the SNF1/AMPK group of protein kinases and is the plant homolog of AMP-activated protein kinase in mammals, a sensor maintaining cellular energy homeostasis by regulating anabolic and catabolic processes and balance. This group of kinases, and other regulatory mechanisms such as the transcription factor bZIP11 with which they interact ([@B47]) regulate the cell cycle, cell division, apoptosis, and cell and tissue metabolism; modification of the system results in changed growth ([@B20]). Many proteins, such as sucrose phosphate synthetase and nitrate reductase, are inhibited by phosphorylation catalyzed by specific protein kinases and activated by de-phosphorylation. With increased sucrose concentration, T6P concentration rises, inhibiting SnRK1 so changing the balance of gene expression. This represses or de-represses protein synthesis in a highly coordinated manner and thus promotes synthetic (anabolic) processes, and represses breakdown (catabolic) processes culminating in greater growth. Increased growth requires, of course, synthesis of structural components such as cellulose and proteins for cell walls and therefore depends on the availability of sucrose and amino acids, etc., so can only occur under environmental conditions when carbon sources are available such as from active photosynthesis or during mobilization of reserves, e.g., during grain or tuber sprouting. However, specific modification of SnRK1 activity could allow more favorable allocation of resources to harvested organs when carbon is plentiful and better survival and recovery under conditions less favorable for growth. Targeting flexibility in the SnRK1 signaling and transduction system between these two states may enable improved crop performance ([@B47]).

Protein kinases are also regulated by adenylate nucleotides and the adenylate kinase reaction. A large ATP concentration, and low ADP and AMP, signal conditions which stimulate anabolic metabolism with active growth. Under conditions which are not conducive to growth, such as when ATP synthesis is restricted in poor light, with inadequate inorganic phosphate supply or rapid water deficits ([@B36]), the ATP/ADP decreases and the AMP concentration rises. These conditions activate the AMP kinases and stimulate phosphorylation of the target proteins, inactivating them. The SNF1-related kinases are a family of three groups (SnRK1, SnRK2, and SnRK3) with a total of 38 members in *Arabidopsis* ([@B22]). The implications for coordination of metabolism by interaction of sucrose concentration with T6P and SnRK1 with the kinase system are considerable ([@B28]). This multiplicity of genes suggests, and indeed it is now widely accepted, that there are many inter-linked protein kinases which regulate gene expression and thus the protein synthesis of the cell. The kinases regulate metabolism, cell growth and development, and thus plant production. The kinase system, with T6P control of SnRK1 as part of a wider regulatory network is a very sensitive indicator of the state of the adenylates and carbohydrates which rapidly responds to the combined effects of environmental conditions and metabolism and integrates the longer-term responses. In addition there are complex feed-back and feed-forward steps which regulate the synthesis of TPS and TPP and thereby T6P synthesis ([@B73]; [@B71]). The T6P/SnRK1 system provides a mechanism which potentially underlies and explains many aspects of plant growth and yield formation (**Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). It might, therefore, be manipulated to increase yields of crops ([@B41]).

![**Optimizing sucrose allocation for yield under variable environmental conditions**.](fpls-05-00418-g001){#F1}

BACKGROUND TO CROP PRODUCTION
=============================

It is important to consider the plant and crop "framework" on which agricultural crop production rests and by which the desired product -- yield -- is achieved. Detailed analysis of the production system in conjunction with current understanding of how trehalose metabolism interacts with cellular and organ development and growth may serve to identify where further analysis is needed and potential targets for over-coming production constraints. In addition the aim is to highlight the role of the environment, and the consequent crop--environment interaction, in production. Analysis of crop production, specifically of dry matter of vegetative or reproductive organs part of which may form the harvested economic yield, may be considered by taking a "crop-down" view. This indicates the nature of the overall processes which contribute to growth and may improve understanding leading to ways of altering the system and improving yield. Also, the ways that empirical changes to plant metabolism, such as those associated with genetic modifications by direct intervention in the genome, act to alter growth and production may be placed in the context of the larger-scale processes. This permits the biochemical events to be related to the crop. From this the underlying molecular mechanisms which ultimately determine the fluxes of material to developing and mature organs may be identified. Here the specific example of changes caused by altering T6P will be considered from this view-point.

In attempting to link crop production with biochemical events it is perhaps useful and important to highlight and consider the differences between the disciplines of agriculture and biochemistry in dealing with space and time. Biochemistry operates on short temporal and spatial scales. Agriculture is concerned with the growing season and production over large areas and integrates all the biochemical processes. Mathematical modeling of complex metabolic processes offers ways of examining such systems ([@B69]). Plant and crop physiology bridge the gap but relating small-scale processes to large scale in complex systems is difficult, because the details of the mechanisms are usually imperfectly understood, to which are added factors such as statistical variation in data and differences in conditions between the small-scale measurements (often made *in vitro* or on plants under non-field conditions) and those in the field. Also, the involvement of many, linked processes complicates analysis and often correlation between processes or events at the different scales is the best indication that a causal mechanism may be involved. However, analysis of the mechanisms is required if improvements in crop production are to result from detailed biochemical knowledge ([@B15]). Such understanding may also foster links to other disciplines, such as selection breeding of crops using quantitative trait loci (QTL) and molecular marker techniques ([@B31]). As knowledge develops more quantitative systems analysis using mathematical and statistical procedures may follow. The following summarizes the agriculturally relevant features in crop production determining yield and then addresses how they are achieved and how yield may be increased by altering them. Then the role of the T6P/SnRK1 mechanism in relating assimilate production to yield will be addressed, together with how this system may be modified at the biochemical scale to alter plant growth and crop performance and increase yield.

CROP PRODUCTION
===============

The basic processes involved in crop production are very similar in all the staple crops -- rice, wheat, maize, potato, etc. -- which are short-term mono and dicot annuals, or have C3 or C4 photosynthesis. Here, for simplicity and its importance as a food source, wheat is taken as an example (see [@B16]; [@B61]; [@B15]). Following germination of the seed which provides stored assimilates (starch, proteins) for initial growth of organs, the photosynthesizing leaves provide assimilates: amino acids for protein synthesis and sucrose as the carbohydrate. Sucrose is used in many processes, e.g., synthesis of cellulose for cell walls or ultimately consumed in respiration. There is a relatively long period of vegetative growth with development of secondary stems (tillers) and leaves, then a transition from vegetative to reproductive state, with formation of florets, ears, and finally grains. Grains fill with starch and protein during a relatively brief period and the seed matures. This constitutes the harvested yield which in all the cereals is predominantly composed of starch deposited in the grain, but with a very important storage protein component plus the protein in the embryo. At each stage the rate of supply of assimilates from the "source" leaves to the "sink" of growing or filling organ must meet the potential rate of growth or filling of the organ, if the maximum obtainable rate is to be achieved. Similarly, supply must meet demand if the potential size of the organ is to be attained. The "potential" rate of growth and size are genetically determined and upper limits to what can be achieved by the genetically based metabolic events in an environment which is optimum for all the processes. Detailed consideration of the subject is given by [@B63], [@B3], [@B4], [@B13], and [@B56]. The ideal condition for yield production is optimization of all metabolic events with the environment. This includes optimizing rates of processes and also their duration. Note that the duration of developmental processes is generally determined by genetically based mechanisms which are often controlled by environmental factors. That is, the duration of processes is limited. If the rate of a process, such as the supply of assimilates to the grain, is sub-optimal (i.e., does not provide assimilates required for the "potential rate of growth") the final size of the organ will be smaller than could be achieved if the "genetic potential" was fulfilled: full size cannot be achieved by simply extending the duration. This is shown in cereals when the rate of assimilate supply limits grain filling: the rate of grain development and time when maturity occurs are not greatly altered, but small grains are formed ("shrunken grain") due to inadequate assimilate supply ([@B9]). Similarly with other organs, if the rate of supply from the "source" is less than the demand from the young, growing "sink" then small organs with generally inferior characteristics are produced. Conversely, if the assimilate supply exceeds the demand then the genetic potential will be exceeded and other processes, such as growth of organs (e.g., late tillers) which do not contribute to yield or respiratory processes which "burn-off" the excess, may consume assimilate. This is an inefficient use of the resources consumed in production of the supply relative to the desired output.

There is not a simple link between the rate of CO~2~ assimilation (photosynthetic rate), assimilate (predominantly sucrose) production, and the dry matter of the crop and final harvested grain yield ([@B57], [@B56]). In part this is because factors governing the production and consumption of assimilates differ qualitatively and quantitatively. Total photosynthesis per plant and of the crop is extremely dependent on the LA: photosynthetic rate per unit LA is relatively constant but LA may vary greatly. Photosynthesis and respiration are affected by environmental conditions to a different extent. Changes in light have a much greater effect on photosynthesis than changes in temperature, whereas dark respiration is not directly affected by light, but its rate is very dependent on temperature. Also, there are many processes, particularly respiration, in different parts of the plant which use assimilates required for formation of yield. They consume a varying proportion of assimilates depending on conditions. Thus, the production and consumption of assimilates are very dynamic, responding to short-term environmental conditions and metabolic demand and also over the longer-term, so the balance between source and sink must also be fast and precise but also adjusted over the long-term. **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}** is a simple model of the basic plant (wheat) system with the main components and fluxes of assimilates. The sink and source are connected by the transport pathway of the phloem. Of the many materials transported, the most important are amino acids and sucrose. Phloem loading and unloading in source and sink respectively are energy-dependent, complex processes with mechanism which are unclear ([@B48]). Understanding of the processes involved in balancing the metabolite fluxes between "sink" and "source" is also limited, both qualitatively and quantitatively. Regulation of such a complex plant/crop system, over time has been extensively explored and there is a great body of knowledge in biochemistry (principally about the genome and metabolome), plant physiology (photosynthesis, organ growth) and crop physiology (crop development), and agronomy (yield). Although these processes are understood in physiological terms the detailed genetic and biochemical mechanisms responsible for them are not well quantified. Currently, attempts to overcome this deficiency and to improve crop production are being intensified ([@B15]; [@B56]).

All the processes are, under field conditions, subject to very rapid and widely varying environmental conditions which must be considered. It is obvious that a major determinant of yield is the supply of assimilates, both carbon and nitrogen, to the developing and growing grain yet how is this regulated in the short term when environmental conditions, such as light, cause supply to fluctuate and temperature affects demand by the sink? In addition, how is the balance in the source--sink system achieved in the long term? Specifically, what determines the relative size and functions of the sink and source organs? In principal this must be the product of genetic selection integrating all the processes contributing to both and implies a very tightly regulated mechanism. In a successful variety of a crop (i.e., one with yield which is comparable to or better than other varieties and is stable over time) this selection will principally be based on yield, and the underlying mechanisms are generally unknown. Analysis of the relation between yield and its components in wheat populations has identified the QTL enabling these factors to be linked to the (approximate) position on the chromosomes and thus, ultimately, to the underlying functional genes and mechanisms ([@B58]). Quantitative genetics, utilizing the many available molecular markers, makes it possible to analyze the genetic basis of yield, especially when QTLs for yield and other traits are employed ([@B54]). [@B24] have shown that specific regions of the wheat genome affecting agronomic traits have distinct effects on specific combinations of metabolites. This indicates the growing confluence between agronomic aspects of crop performance, selection breeding using QTL and molecular markers, and the biochemistry of the whole plant system. An alternative approach is to alter the genome specifically by genetic transformation to introduce one or more novel genes or to increase or decrease the expression of an existing gene and its product to affect metabolism. This offers a way of examining the mechanisms and of altering the output of the system. In the context of this discussion of source--sink relationships and factors regulating yield, the pertinent question is what mechanism might operate to link the supply of sucrose to the processes of growth and storage. As outlined earlier, the role of trehalose in regulating the interaction of sucrose content of cells and tissues with much wider aspects of metabolism, and thus development and growth, suggests that its role in crop production should be examined in detail ([@B41]).

FACTORS DETERMINING CROP PRODUCTION
===================================

"SOURCE" PRODUCTION OF ASSIMILATES
----------------------------------

### Leaf scale

Carbon assimilation and assimilate production depend on total LA and its duration (LAD) which together determine the light energy intercepted, and on the efficiency with which the energy is used for the assimilation of CO~2~ (photosynthesis) into carbohydrate (sucrose) which is stored in grain as starch. This efficiency depends on a complex chain of events -- from electron transport via the photosynthetic carbon reduction cycle to the distribution of the carbohydrates generated into cell components. In current advanced agriculture, crops such as winter wheat cover the land surface for a considerable period (in the UK ca 9 months) and for much of that intercept 90% of useable radiation. Increasing radiation interception with larger LAI and LAD and altered crop architecture is not likely to be very effective. Increasing the efficiency of CO~2~ (and N) assimilation/unit LA and/unit light absorbed would increase assimilate availability. This may be achieved by improving the environment, particularly nutrition: an adequate N supply at the correct time ensures that the components of the leaf responsible for CO~2~ assimilation, e.g., light harvesting and Calvin cycle (of which ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase-oxygenase (Rubisco) is the dominant component) are produced fully. As will be discussed, when assimilate supply is large, sink (grain) capacity is the limiting factor for yield. However, it is probably that the failure of much of current practical agriculture to reach the genetic potential is due to agronomy, e.g., inadequate amount or poor timing of fertilizer application or adverse growth conditions preventing exploitation of nutrients by the plant. Genetic capacity of the sinks may have been reached and exceeded with advanced agronomy but in much of the world's agriculture inadequate agronomy and limited photosynthesis probably are the major limitation and have set an upper limit to potential grain size.

Selection breeding has not greatly improved photosynthetic rate or the enzymatic characteristics (such as Rubisco) of the photosynthetic system. Only recently have these processes been targeted, with attempts to improve the photosynthetic mechanism and thus rate ([@B55]). However, selection for yield ultimately integrates all plant processes and environment interactions, so it may, probably indirectly, have selected for leaf characteristics which stimulate assimilate production. Indication of this is given by the very positive correlation of flag leaf width with vegetative biomass and its association with a QTL for grain yield/ear and grain number/ear. This suggests that the traits are causally related. Wider leaves with greater number of cells and more chlorophyll per unit area are possibly related to variation in cell division during leaf ontogeny. Perhaps the gene(s) regulating yield also affect early leaf development ([@B54]). Assimilate may be produced in excess at times when it is not all directly used to make organs or fill grain, for example during ear and grain development when demand for sucrose is limited and the excess is then stored as fructan in stems and later remobilized, if required, to buffer assimilate supply during periods of shortage. Fructan synthesis is controlled by a sucrose-specific pathway which is perhaps affected by the transcription factor TaMYB13 (see [@B66] for a review of this topic): it might be speculated that this system is a target for T6P regulation. Additional flexibility in the production and supply of assimilate is likely: CO~2~ assimilation may be stimulated by active sink demand, suggesting that if the sink demand could be increased then sucrose production would also rise and be used for grain filling and so increase yields. However, there would be environmental limitations to this. It is possible that current crops have been selected for particular combinations and ranges of conditions, with long-term stability of yield of great importance.

### Plant and crop scale

Assimilate production by the plant over the period for which LA is maintained, i.e., the leaf area duration (LAD) is (grossly simplified):

Net C assimilate production = LAD × light energy intercepted/unit LA × C assimilation/unit light energy intercepted -- crop respiration

LAD, both of the whole crop and particularly of the flag leaf in wheat, is a major determinant of yield, with delayed senescence of the crop canopy, and of the flag leaf specifically, positively correlated with yield. QTL analysis indicates a complex mechanism involving transfer of assimilates from source (or storage) to sink which is linked to senescence and the duration of grain filling ([@B68]).

Net C production/unit of ground surface area must be considered as it is the relevant unit of production considered in agriculture (ultimately yield is mass of product per unit land surface area):

Net C production/unit of ground surface area = Net C assimilate production/plant × plants/unit ground surface area. The importance of LA has been long-emphasized in crop physiology but is less appreciated in other disciplines.

ASSIMILATE DISTRIBUTION TO SINKS
--------------------------------

Net C assimilate production is principally as sucrose which is transported throughout the plant and is partitioned into the plant's organs: in the vegetative state sucrose supplies the requirements for structural components (e.g., cellulose in cell walls) for growth of leaves, stems, and roots and then, with the onset of the development of reproductive and storage organs, for the growth of ears and grains. Sucrose is also transported, in cereals, to stem parenchyma where it is converted to fructan ([@B21]), which is stored (**Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**): this may be remobilized and contribute to grain filling if the more direct assimilate supply from the leaves is inadequate ([@B32]). In the reproductive stage, the endosperm of grains which have been formed is filled with starch derived from sucrose or to a smaller extent from fructan. A very important but smaller proportion of storage is protein, which is not further considered.

![**Schematic of the source--sink relations of a wheat plant and the potential sites for modification of TRE/SnRK1 metabolism to increase potential grain size**.](fpls-05-00418-g002){#F2}

[@B48] reviewed the structures and mechanisms responsible for supply of nutrients to seeds of legumes and cereals: the following is based on their analysis. Developing seeds of cereals import organic (sucrose and amino acids predominantly) and inorganic nutrients from the phloem of the maternal vascular system where they are at relatively large concentration. However, developing seeds are isolated from the parent, in as much as there is no symplasmic linkage between the parent plant (maternal tissue) and seed (filial tissue). Transfer of nutrients from the sieve elements of the maternal phloem (located in the case of wheat in the seed crease) to the embryo and endosperm of the seed involves a complex transport system at the interface between the maternal and filial tissues. Maternal cells located at the interface have extensive plasma membranes with a large proportion of transport proteins. At the filial side of the interface are cells, in one or two layers, with membranes also enriched in transport proteins. These deliver sucrose, etc., to a highly developed system of plasmodesmata which transfer the nutrients (probably by diffusion) in the symplasm to the underlying storage cells and to the embryonic tissue and endosperm. In wheat grains encrustations in sub-aleurone cells adjacent to the starchy endosperm may indicate the location of many, very active transport mechanisms. It is, therefore, a major site for potential regulation of nutrient uptake from the adjoining apoplastic endosperm cavity, derived from tissue breakdown. Nutrients are deposited into this specialized structure which lies below the crease of the grain, the pigment strand and the nucellus (with specialized nucellar projection cells containing many mitochondria and extensive rough endoplasmic reticulum) responsible for release of nutrients from the maternal tissue into the filial tissue. The endosperm cavity lies outside the aleurone layer of the endosperm. But these structures do not constitute a large storage pool for sucrose in wheat. The transport and storage mechanisms for sucrose and proteins (which constitute the sink) and the fluxes of nutrients (which determine the growth rate of the grain) are extremely well-integrated and subject to very tight regulation with great stability in the concentrations of intermediates in the compartments. It is likely that the maternal tissue exerts considerable control over the development of the seed. ([@B48]). Symplastic unloading from the crease sieve elements is a primary control point ([@B14]), but details of the mechanisms and their regulation are limited, although probably of the greatest importance if manipulations of such closely controlled processes are to be successful. The rate of grain filling is so very tightly regulated (see [@B62]) that when assimilates coming directly from photosynthesis are limiting (as with severe water deficiency) there is remobilization of stored materials, enabling the initial rate of grainfilling to proceed at a very similar rate irrespective of conditions. However, if there is a general shortage of assimilates then the duration of filling is limited, and small and often shrunken grain result. What regulates the flux of sucrose from the phloem to the storage sites in the seed embryo and particularly endosperm is poorly understood. It seems unlikely that the phloem constitutes a limitation to grain filling. Indeed, it is clear that under conditions which are conducive to photosynthesis the seed itself regulates the flux in relation to its growth rate. This results in seed-limited production of grain and of crop yield as discussed later.

Understanding regulation of such a structurally and functionally complex system presents considerable difficulty, and it is unclear how it could be manipulated, e.g., by altering T6P metabolism. However, analysis of a manipulated grain system would, with some certainty, provide insight into the processes.

YIELD COMPONENTS
----------------

As in equations above, the crop components determining net C accumulation and ultimately harvested yield may be identified ([@B63]). For a cereal plant:

Net C yield/plant = number of tillers × number of ears/tiller × number of grains/ear × mass C/grain

And per unit land area:

Net C yield/unit ground area = Net C yield/plant × number of plants/unit land area.

The net C yield/unit ground area is the harvested yield of carbon and this may be converted to the total crop yield, given the proportion of C to total mass harvest mass. At harvest the ratio of the dry masses of the yield to total crop (vegetative organs plus the yield) is the harvest index (HI).

Clearly, the number of "structures" contributing to yield of a crop is considerable, and production of yield involves not just photosynthesis but many growth processes. Focusing on either assimilate production or growth does not provide a sufficient framework for understanding the formation of crop yield ([@B57], [@B56]). Consequently, the interactions between processes should also be addressed. To improve yields, relevant structures must be increased and this will require that the processes leading to their formation must be adjusted. For example, to increase grain yield it is theoretically possible to increase grain number (the predominant method historically by selection breeding; [@B62]) via the number of plants/unit land area, or the number of ears/tillers or tillers/plant, or the number of grains/ear. Indeed, in agronomic terms the option of altering the number of plants/area by changing the number of seed sown is of considerable importance. The success of this will depend on seed viability under the prevailing conditions and on the later conditions experienced by the crop. There will also be interactions between the number of plants and the LA and crop architecture which may affect crop yield. Here it is important to highlight the uncertainty in many agronomic activities: the choice made by farmers is based on the long-term success of a particular action. In specific growing seasons the number of seed/area may be suited to the conditions and the yield is excellent but with other conditions the result is poor production. Altering a plant's genotype in a particular way may not achieve the desired effect when the plant is grown as a crop in a variable environment. Grain number is the most important variable component of yield and mass/grain the most conservative. The increase in grain mass starts shortly after anthesis and is very constant under a wide range of conditions ([@B16]; [@B64]) and proceeds until the potential size is reached or assimilate supply is inadequate (under severe assimilate deficiency). This constancy suggest that the process of obtaining assimilates from the parent plant is genetically determined and strongly regulated ([@B13]).

YIELD LIMITATIONS: GRAIN NUMBER AND SIZE
----------------------------------------

Extensive and detailed analyses of yield and its dependence on grain number, size, and assimilate supply have been made for wheat from many sources and has been summarized by [@B42], [@B64], [@B62], and [@B8] regarding sink and source limitation in crops of widely different characteristics. As already mentioned, there is the generally observed positive relationship between the total yield/ha and grain number/ha, made up of number of ears/ha, and the number of grains/ear. This is independent of the age of the variety (i.e., when first introduced) or conditions, e.g., timing and amount of nitrogen fertilizer supplied. However, the number of grains is inversely related to the mass/grain. This has generally been interpreted as the effect of competition for assimilates between grains. In consequence it is usually considered that the supply of assimilates is limiting crop yield, and the corollary is that if photosynthesis could be increased so the yield would increase. The view has become established that crops of wheat are source -- not sink -- limited. However, manipulating the source--sink balance by defoliation or de-graining wheat plants provides conclusive evidence that it is the sink which is limiting ([@B61]). Even in Mediterranean environments with a 100% difference in assimilates available per grain, grain mass of old and modern varieties of bread and durum wheat only increased by a maximum of 15% ([@B42]; [@B1]). This suggests that competition between grains is limited and that, even when assimilate is abundant, mass/grain is conservative. An increase in crop yield proportional to grain number will not occur, because the sink is limited, not because of source limitation. Grain number has been the predominant feature selected for in breeding wheat. There is an inverse relation between grain number and mass/grain ([@B64]; [@B4]; [@B62]) despite the apparent constancy of grain mass. What causes the inverse relation between mass/grain and number of grain if there is little or no competition for assimilates during grain filling? The answer is that the increase in grain number is associated with a decrease in the average potential grain size. Grain at the extremes of the ear and also on lower-ranking tillers have grain of smaller genetic potential capacity to accumulate assimilates. With an adequate assimilate supply the grains will fill but as the potential size is limited the grains are small, hence the negative relation between grain number and average mass. It has been suggested that this formation of more small grains when the capacity to make large grains is satisfied had advantages in evolutionary terms, as large, fully filled grain will have greater "fitness" than smaller grains. Altering grain number via tiller production, which is sensitive to environmental conditions, e.g., water deficits, is a flexible adaptive mechanism. Distributing limited assimilate across a large number of grain would decrease fitness. However, if assimilate is available then smaller grain will fill and may later germinate and reproduce, so taking advantage of good conditions to increase the population of plants in an area. In this context, when assimilate supply from leaves is very restricted, e.g., with severe water deficits, grains may only partly fill and others abort as there is inadequate assimilate to fill all the grains established during development, despite stored fructans (**Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). Grains with small potential at the base and tip of the ear do not acquire assimilates under these conditions and are very small (shrunken) or they abort. As discussed, this regulation of grain size is important in determining average grain mass in the whole yield but also ensures that viability of the next generation of plants is maintained (grain reserves are essential for early seedling vigor -- growth). [@B62] and [@B15] conclude that it is important to increase the potential grain size to increase the average mass/grain and thus increase yield and that this would function with the CO~2~ assimilation capacity of current wheat varieties.

INCREASE THE NUMBER AND/OR CAPACITY OF STORAGE ORGANS ("SINK")
--------------------------------------------------------------

Grain yield can be increased by increasing either total biomass, which means more and larger source and sink organs, or the HI which requires more grains or larger grains (although all these may contribute -- they are not mutually exclusive; [@B54]). By altering growth of the meristems of tillers, ears, and grains a larger crop sink could be achieved ([@B63]). As described earlier this could be by different routes. Selection breeding, using molecular methods to identify the most direct routes to change the plant, indicates the trends in selecting for superior yields in wheat. Selection for grain number has certainly been a major method -- as shown by the great range of combinations of ear number and grains/ear seen in current high-yielding cultivars of wheat. There is evidence that increasing grains/per ear, rather than increasing the number of ear-bearing tillers, has been important, with increasing grain mass playing a relatively small part ([@B18]). Thus it seems that increases in yield might result from alterations to the genome which ultimately increases these components. In durum wheat, as in winter wheat and other cereals, there are a few major QTL for yield with relatively large effect, acting together with many minor QTL. They are greatly influenced by environmental conditions. Comparison of QTL for different traits in a wide range of genetic material shows that they are generally clustered. This is common for traits that affect plant growth, the responses to environmental conditions and yield ([@B40]). However, although the location of the traits on chromosomes is known, the nature of the genes responsible is not. The yield component most strongly associated with these QTL was grains per ear, with a close link to biomass ([@B54]): plants growing at, or close to, the genetic potential have (by definition) large assimilate production and thus form many grains and fill them fully. These yield traits are also associated with a wide range of leaf numbers and sizes (area per leaf, leaf blade width, plus angles, and orientations). Thus, increasing yield will require further detailed analysis of the mechanisms which are responsible for both assimilate production and its storage. Both are potentially determined by the development of the cells, both structure and composition.

There is no evidence from breeding and genetic analysis that T6P metabolism is related to the QTLs identified. However, a gene related to branching inflorescence branching in maize (*RAMOSA3*) has been identified as a trehalose-6-phosphate phosphatase by [@B59], who proposed that *RAMOSA3* regulated the branching of the inflorescence by altering signals associated with sucrose. It is unclear if the product of this gene is an active T6P phosphatase ([@B59]; [@B47]). Possibly by examining the role of T6P in signaling the sucrose status of the plant during grain growth and filling and linking it, genetically, to effects on the plant and yield better understanding of the putative role of T6P/SnRK1 might be obtained. Current evidence is that T6P does alter many processes in cell development and growth, plus altering the source/sink relations (perhaps as a consequence of changing structural features). Refinement of such changes may have the potential to improve yield. Evidence that the morphological and functional changes associated with increasing yield have been achieved during selection and breeding by specific metabolic processes and are associated with genomic changes is lacking. Ultimately, the combination of transcriptomics, proteomics, metabolomics, and QTL analysis has the potential to reveal interactions and relationships among genes, transcripts, proteins, metabolites, and traits ([@B24]). This is a huge task and direct modification of the system with specific changes, as with T6P transgenics, and their analysis offers a way of showing what processes may be effectively targeted.

An indication of the potential mechanisms which might be altered and of the effects on the plant and crop is provided by the transformations already made to the T6P/SnRK1 pathway. When combined with knowledge of how this regulatory system functions it provides a way of potentially increasing yields and of minimizing dependence on environmental factors. Exploiting the mode of action of T6P is already advanced by genetic modification. It may be assumed that there is a T6P/SnRK1 system in place in current, non-transformed plants that is genetically "set" and has been selected during breeding. If sucrose is abundant, T6P is also in large concentration and metabolism and growth are stimulated. If the sucrose supply is limited then the T6P concentration would also be small so allowing SnRK1 to phosphorylate target proteins. This provides a mechanism for balancing source and sink. The question might be posed: is it possible to reset this constitutive balance by altering expression of trehalose pathway genes? Constitutive over-expression of T6P causes a number of changes to growth and function due to imbalanced metabolism throughout the plant, as metabolic processes compete. By directing expression of T6P to specific organs it is likely that more effective increase in sink capacity will be achieved. Increased T6P would inhibit SnRK1 giving active target proteins (and also regulate other protein kinases) to increase growth or capacity of sinks -- ear and grain. This would simulate an increased sucrose concentration and enhanced availability of sucrose. Of course, the source--sink balance might be altered: if sucrose from the source is limiting then growth, etc., would not take place, or the transformed organ might act as a dominant sink and use the sucrose supply so depriving another organ. This increased in-plant competition might not impair yield if assimilate supply is large but could do so if supply is inadequate. The effects would require evaluation.

ALTERING MASS/GRAIN
-------------------

Increasing the potential size of grain would probably require intervention in the meristems of ears and grains at the early stages of their differentiation from the vegetative apex into reproductive structures, even before "terminal spikelet" formation. However, it could also occur in the very early period of grain development, after anthesis. This would involve increasing cell division and cell growth to give larger cells, with greater potential for assimilate storage. It would seem likely that the capacity of the endosperm, the number and size of the cells formed and the content of the enzyme systems for the conversion of sucrose into starch and for making starch grains, is the key determinant of yield, for it is there that starch synthesis and deposition occur (**Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**). (Storage proteins -- gliadins and glutenins -- are also synthesized and stored and is coordinated with starch metabolism: for a detailed review of metabolism in grain see [@B9]). Development of the endosperm (a triploid tissue) soon after fertilization may influence final grain size in wheat as in maize ([@B11]). These processes are very sensitive to environmental conditions which influence grain number and potential size. Clearly events during this period would be a potential target for modification to increase yield and alter grain quality. In relation to T6p/SnRK1 metabolism, specific over-expression of TPS/TPP in meristems giving ears and grains with increased T6P content would be one method to stimulate cell division and growth of the cells so increasing potential grain size. Another possibility is to enhance gene expression to stimulate the synthesis of components of the sucrose transport system and also enzymes for conversion of sucrose to starch in the endosperm ([@B10]). Increasing T6P in specific tissues and at critical periods in development could have the effect of increasing sink strength, as deposition of starch would decrease the concentration of sucrose allowing greater flux to the sink. The complexity of starch synthesis in the endosperm should be mentioned with synthesis of ADP-glucose from glucose 1-phosphate by ADP-glucose pyrophosphorylase. ADP-glucose is converted to the polymers of amylase and amylopectin by starch synthases and branching enzymes located exclusively within plastids and deposited in large type-A granules initially (4--7 days after anthesis and then later (10--12 days after anthesis) in smaller type-B granules ([@B10]). T6P clearly plays a role in starch synthesis ([@B41]; [@B46]) but in which part of the mechanism is not known. The number of ears and grains formed, and the capacity of endosperm cells to make store starch grains are clearly of primary importance but they would probably not act alone: rather they would interact strongly with phytohormones ([@B38]) which are responsible for relating organ development to other processes in the plant and to environmental conditions such as light. Plants with modified trehalose metabolism would require testing in target environments, with the natural range and combination of conditions: as explained earlier a strong GXE interaction might be expected.

![**Diagram of a wheat grain identifying the main structural components and site for potentially increasing grain size by altering TRE/SnRK1 metabolism**.](fpls-05-00418-g003){#F3}

TIMING OF METABOLIC EVENTS IN GRAIN DEVELOPMENT AND FILLING
-----------------------------------------------------------

The number of grain/ear is positively related to the mass of the ear at anthesis, so a crop growing under good conditions will form bigger ears, as well as more ears/plant and per unit area and also grains with greater potential capacity for starch (and protein) storage. With poor conditions fewer ears, with fewer and potentially smaller grains, will be formed. Conditions 10--15 days before, and up to 10 days after anthesis, are very important as the very early stages of ear and grain establishment and growth are very sensitivity and establish the number of grains and the grain characteristics respectively. The rapid growth of the ear results in substantial demand for assimilates. Hence, if assimilate supply is good then a larger number of grains is formed than if they are poor. However, within the developing ear a hierarchy of "sink-strength" is established so under all situations some grain with small potential and final size (mass) are formed. The duration of the period in which floret/ear characteristics is formed is very brief, so the rate of supply of assimilate to cells is probably at its maximum then, hence the sensitivity to conditions. Also, it seems that breeding and selection have ([@B62]) focused, subconsciously, on this period and processes maximizing potential grain number. Changing the assimilate supply experimentally by altering the radiation experienced by crops by shading and growing at different CO~2~ concentration before and particularly at anthesis, showed how critical conditions affecting assimilates supply is for establishing the number of fertile florets or grains and also for the potential size of grain ultimately established in the ear ([@B43]). However, there are complex interactions between conditions and effects on potential grain size. It is unclear what mechanisms are operating at this time ([@B9]) but there are relationships with crop biomass suggesting that availability of sucrose is crucial. In the early growth stages the florets within the ear and the grain are developing rapidly. Cell division and expansion require substrates for construction of cell components and as energy sources, and the correct conditions (temperature, for example). At about the same time as stem elongation is occurring and at anthesis there may be competition for assimilates -- sucrose and amino acids -- between ear/floret development and growth and stem growth. Also fructan reserves may be accumulating. Perhaps this stage was crucial under natural conditions and in evolutionary, as it is now in agricultural, terms: poor growing conditions act as a signal that the conditions during the next period of ca 30--40 days during which the grain fill have a large probability of also being poor or even worse (drought for example). At this stage, and for only a brief period, the developing the young meristems must receive the required materials to establish the potential size of the grain. At this time positional effects occur which determine potential grain size within the ear and on tillers. This is probably genetically determined as it occurs irrespective of assimilate supply. Growth of wheat plants in elevated CO~2~ (see [@B44], [@B43]) indicates the importance of assimilate supply at particular times for grain components. Increased sink capacity would only increase yield if sufficient assimilate were available at the critical time, to establish many grains of large potential size, and then, post anthesis, to fill the grain for the period necessary to achieve the potential. There are conditions (severe drought for example) which may decrease assimilation substantially so that potential size is not attained. However, in well fertilized and watered crops the assimilate supply should enable the larger capacity to be established. The problem may be seen as one of optimization of source and sink, and of the timing of events, against a background of a variable environment and agronomic practices ([@B15]). The biochemical mechanisms responsible are critical to understanding what determines agricultural yield ([@B33]). It will always be the case that the match between potential of the plant, determined by the genome, and the environment will always be fluctuating around a long-term optimum. However, the mechanisms by which source and sink are balanced in the crop, over a long period, and under varying environmental conditions are very poorly understood. How to increase grain size (and rate of filling) is unclear. Given its conservative nature and perhaps limited genetic variability, direct intervention by genetic manipulation, for example by altering trehalose metabolism may provide a method and certainly would increase understanding of regulation of grain development and growth.

POTENTIAL ROLE OF T6P/SnRK1 IN CELL METABOLISM
==============================================

From the above analysis of yield and its components it is immediately apparent that the yield of a crop depends on many factors which determine the number and capacity of the organs to make and store assimilates, plus those that determine the transport and deposition of storage materials into the harvested organs. The number of stems, leaves, ears, and grains is determined during vegetative growth and the early reproductive phase by development of meristems. The size of all organs depends on the number of cells in the organ and the size of the cells, and the structure of organs depends on the relative proportion of cell types constituting the tissue and the way in which they are distributed. The rate of production of organs depends on the rate of cell division in the meristems and the rate of cell growth (expansion) as cells exit from the zone of division. The maximum possible size of cells is, to a first approximation, determined by the genetic potential that is the activity of all the gene-based processes which form the cell. Defining the genetic processes is difficult but progressing. This potential can only be achieved when the supply of assimilates and the environmental conditions are not limiting and optimal, respectively, at crucial times in development and growth. There is considerable uncertainty about what mechanisms are responsible for regulating development and growth in relation to environment and assimilate production.

We hypothesis, on the basis of the evidence, that T6P/SnRK1 is the mechanism by which the relative size and metabolic activity of cells in source and sink organs are determined. It operates together with other mechanisms such as those determining the supply of amino acids and the synthesis of proteins, to regulate the cell division and synthesis of components in relation to sucrose supply. Further, growth and function of cells determining potential grain size may be altered by manipulating the synthesis and breakdown of T6P. Large sucrose concentrations, via T6P and its regulation of SnRK1 would stimulate meristem cell growth and division and cell expansion, and perhaps give cells, and ultimately organs (grains) with a large capacity for sucrose transport, with many storage sites and a large activity of enzymes, etc., for later starch accumulation. The T6P/SnRK1 mechanism would detect the concentration of sucrose in the supply pool to the organ and thereby increasing gene expression and protein synthesis, so altering the activity of transporters or other components (enzymes responsible for starch synthesis). This would be a "high potential" grain. Conversely limited sucrose synthesis and a small sucrose concentration would result in a grain with much decreased capacity and "low potential." The mechanism might also function in altering the balance of processes under other conditions. In the plant, manipulation of T6P metabolism in different organs may regulate the relative fluxes to them, for example improving the rates of filling of grains relative to vegetative organs. Such a role of T6P is indicated by the effects of increasing T6P by transformation of plants. Increasing expression selectively, in ears for example, would alter SnRK1 and the capacity for sucrose accumulation and possibly also sucrose allocation.

The model based on T6P as a sensor of sucrose status, suggests that if the sucrose content decreases, as with limited CO~2~ supply, then the fall in T6P leads to activation of SnRK1, and metabolic reprogramming so decreasing synthesis of particular proteins related to cell division and cell wall formation. The evidence from such studies is that division of cells is decreased and growth of cell walls is also affected ([@B19]). Expansion growth of cells would be decreased as their walls no longer expand as rapidly or fully as in elevated CO~2~ or when sucrose is more available. Consequently, cells are smaller giving smaller organs: LA decreases so decreasing light interception and reducing the competitive advantage. However, the content of cell structures responsible for metabolism, such as mitochondria and chloroplasts, may not be decreased in proportion to the smaller size (volume) of the cells. The result is leaves which have a relatively large content/unit area of metabolic machinery and so are relatively more efficient whereas decreased expression leads to expansion of cells and decreases photosynthesis rates (see [@B52]). More efficient photosynthesis would maintain the sucrose content and so stimulate growth by inhibiting the SnRK1 and preventing the inhibition of anabolic processes. The mechanism would link the photosynthetic production of carbohydrates, specifically sucrose, which is transported throughout the plant, to growth of cells and organs. The relative effects on the structure of the plant -- in terms of proportions of organs and storage components and storage material -- will depend on a number of factors and processes: the severity of the N deficiency relative to CO~2~ supply, rates of photosynthesis and respiration, and the stage of the plant's development.

POSSIBLE ROLE OF T6P/SnRK1 IN WATER DEFICIENT CELLS AND PLANTS
--------------------------------------------------------------

Considerable effort has been made to breed wheat varieties which are more productive than existing ones under water deficits ([@B58]) with some success, mainly under mild and fluctuating water supply. However, many forms of genetic modification of plants have resulted in claims to have achieved substantial drought resistance which would be beneficial under more extreme droughts and plant water deficits. The form of resistance obtained delayed stress onset ([@B35]) -- is from slowing the rate of water loss either by decreasing the leaf are of the plant or decreasing the stomatal conductance, or a combination of the two. Owing to inadequate concepts of what drought resistance means and unsatisfactory methods of testing for the potential mechanisms, there is no definitive evidence that modifications have induced metabolic changes which have increased inherent drought resistance (tolerance) as opposed to altering leaf growth and area and stomatal behavior which determine the rate of water loss (see [@B35] for a full discussion). Modifying TRE metabolism and content has been proposed to stimulate growth substantially not only under good environmental conditions, but also when these are inadequate, particularly under drought. [@B25] showed delayed stress onset in tobacco plants transformed with TPS1 caused by slower transpiration resulting from smaller plants and decreased stomatal conductance rather than a demonstrated metabolic form of drought tolerance. Expression of the TPS from yeast in potato plants also slowed water loss from leaves and delayed stress onset by decreasing stomatal density and therefore stomatal conductance and slowing growth of LA, which was probably smaller than the wild-type plants ([@B65]). Similarly, transformation of tobacco chloroplasts with yeast TPS1 gene decreased growth rate of To plants but not later generations compared to the wild-type and was considered to confer drought tolerance ([@B37]). Plants transformed to increase the content of T6P and TRE were more "drought resistant" than the wild-type ([@B23]) but this was stated not to affect growth. Similarly, [@B30] used constructs which did not to affect growth but did slow water loss. It is now generally recognized ([@B12]) that modifying TRE metabolism affects plant growth and leaf structure, with disturbance of stomatal development, affecting the stomatal apparatus, altering the number of stomata per unit area (density) or their function, decreasing the stomatal conductance to water vapor and so slowing water loss and apparently giving drought tolerance. Increased carbohydrate accumulation might contribute to osmotic adjustment but TRE itself does not, nor does it increase cell water retention by decreasing the osmolyte content. The potential for modifying TRE/T6P metabolism to improve crop growth and yields under drought conditions has been frequently addressed. In a recent review [@B7] did not differentiate between the "drought resistance" caused by smaller LA and decreased stomatal conductance slowing the rate of water loss and thus the rate of stress onset, from intrinsic metabolic resistance. They emphasize the possibility of modifying trehalose metabolism by over-expression of trehalase to alter stomatal behavior, specifically closing stomata during drought. From the analysis they develop an "optimal plant" although the complex interactions known to occur between decreasing stomatal conductance, water loss by the plant and photosynthesis are not considered although it is recognized that "tight regulation of stomatal movements is very important during drought stress as this regulates optimal water and CO~2~ exchange."

Given the information it is reasonable to postulate the following mechanism in leaf tissues and cells of young, growing plants when they are exposed to relatively slowly developing, mild water deficit. Photosynthesis is less inhibited than expansion growth of cells and organs. So sucrose concentration rises, which increases T6P and inhibits SnRK1, maintaining or increasing synthesis of cell walls and cell division. It is well-known that cell division is maintained under drought but only when water becomes available do cells expand, allowing leaves to grow very rapidly for a period. This is a possible mechanism allowing adjustment of growth to the water supply. However, if the water deficit is more severe with smaller relative water content and stomatal conductance so that CO~2~ assimilation decreases more than demand, sucrose synthesis, and concentration fall, leading to a smaller concentration of T6P. This increases SnRK1 activity. The consequent phosphorylation of target proteins inhibits many aspects of metabolism, for example NR and SPS activity. Also inhibition of protein synthesis is likely. Increasing the sucrose supply under these conditions would overcome the inhibition of NR and SPS if the main effect of water deficit was on stomatal conductance and thus on CO~2~ supply. Hence, any effect of increasing T6P would simulate an increase in sucrose synthesis, even if this were not the case. This would explain why elevated CO~2~ reversed the effect of water deficit on NR activity ([@B29]). However, water deficit of this type also results in inhibition of ATP synthesis ([@B34]). As discussed the adenylate kinase system results in a large AMP/ATP ratio which activates SnRK1 and would inhibit activities of their target enzymes. Thus, the effects of water deficit would be very dependent on its severity, and on the relative effects of changes in T6P and ATP. Increasing, by transformation, the T6P content to inhibit the SnRK1 activity and so stimulate metabolic activities, e.g., synthesis of cellular proteins and metabolites, might have a protective role under drought. Such a mechanism would explain the phenomenon of "hardening" which is a feature of plant adjustment to environmental conditions, e.g., cool and low temperature, salinity, etc. However, increased T6P content, simulating a large sucrose content, might conflict with the need to inhibit synthetic processes and conserve resources to maintain basic metabolic processes required for cell, tissue and organ survival under adverse conditions. If T6P were increased in organs such as the ear or specific grains so stimulating or maintaining the movement of assimilates (either directly from photosynthesis of leaves or from storage such as fructans in stems) to them at a time of general sucrose shortage this might be beneficial, allowing grain growth to continue. A consequence would be competition with, say vegetative tissues or with organs of smaller sink-strength. The attraction of such modification to T6P metabolism is that it would provide the plant and crop with a very flexible and highly-tuned regulatory mechanism to deal with fluctuations in light and CO~2~ (via stomatal conductance and water supply) which affect the sucrose pool, but with a greater ability to form and fill grains under adverse conditions than non-modified plants. Critical experimentation under a range of conditions would be required to test such an hypothesis.

POTENTIAL AND KNOWN RESULTS OF MODIFYING TREHALOSE METABOLISM IN PLANT
----------------------------------------------------------------------

The idea of modifying grain yield of wheat by altering T6P content of specific tissues to increase the potential grain size is appealing. However, it should set against the evidence from many studies which shows that transformed plants do not grow and yield in expected, or hoped for, ways. Transformed potato ([@B5]) grew poorly compared with the untransformed, producing a small yield of many small tubers, and the dormancy was affected. Indeed, the effects of altered trehalose metabolism was initially obvious from the effects on growth and metabolism. In this trehalose is not unique: transformations of many types affect plant size and stomatal function, generally impairing them. This is the cause of the apparent "drought resistance" so often claimed ([@B35]). Large changes to metabolism of systems which are very highly integrated and optimized systems are likely to have negative effects ([@B53]; [@B39]). There is evidence that some types of genetic modifications may have positive effects, for example photosynthetic rate and (to a smaller extent) dry matter production can be increased by modifying the enzymes of the Calvin cycle ([@B55]). Transformation to alter T6P in wheat and wheat grain would provide a way of testing the practical feasibility of some of the ideas discussed. Also, it would provide an opportunity to examine what biochemical factors determine the development of grain and their potential and actual growth. Considering such effects in the context of metabolic modeling has the potential to advance understanding ([@B69]). This might help to "break--open" the black box of regulation of grain potential size for which there is limited understanding. Advancing analysis of what determines key steps in production of wheat, one of the major crops, is a major challenge.

CONCLUSION
==========

The importance of trehalose metabolism, and specifically the content of T6P as a sensor of sucrose concentration and availability in plants, is established. T6P modulates the activity of protein kinase SnRK1 and this has large consequences for cell division, development, and function so determining growth and yield of plants. Genetic modification of T6P has substantial effects on plant development, growth, and photosynthesis so offering a way of changing crops. The growth and harvested yield of crops depends on basic cellular processes which determine the number, size, and storage capacity of the relevant organs. The components determining crop grain yield in wheat are grain number, determined by ear production and grains per ear, and mass/grain. It is desirable to increase mass/grain to increase the sink capacity which is limiting yield rather than photosynthetic capacity. Altering T6P/SnRK1 in meristems and young grains offers a mechanism to potentially increase potential grain size to improve yields. However, how the T6P/SnRK1 system functions in crop production and how it may be exploited to increase yield and efficiency are not well explored. This review attempts to set-out possible ways that T6P/SnRK1 could operate in the context of the plant and crop factors which determine yield and makes the case for investigations which may have practical consequences and will certainly advance understanding of grain growth and crop yields.
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